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"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I… I took the one less traveled by and that has made all the
difference” Robert Frost

TALK DNT TXT
By Ira Franco Your Partner Your Life Coach
Language is a wonderful tool, with which you can describe the outer world and express your inner
world.
You may sometimes get frustrated if a baby is crying uncontrollably, because you do not know if it is
because he is hungry, tired, or needs to be changed. As parents you have all wished that your babies
could speak so that they could express their needs and frustrations to you. As time passes by and a baby
becomes a toddler, he discovers the use of words for a clear and effective communication. He learns
how the world around him works and begins to ask questions to satisfy his curiosity.
As an adult, you continue to use language to communicate ideas or express your feelings, but
sometimes technology gives you tools that make communication easier for you. For example, in a text
message, one can now skip the initial greeting, one no longer needs to waste time on pleasantries, and
one can choose to respond whenever is best, or else just leave the reply for the next day.
Is it possible that the wonderful world of communication is disappearing?
Are you losing the positive habit of speaking?
IS IT E-Z-R 2 SND A TXT MSG?
Have your latest job interviews been conducted via text message?
If you type I LV U, is it the same as saying, I love you?
Language and communication are the foundation of all human interaction and are therefore of great
importance. Without them you would be lost; you would not be able to know if the person next to you is
hungry, tired or needs our help. Can TXTNG really replace vocal, personal communication?
Best Wishes for the New Year!

(*) Sesiones Disponibles en Español
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